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Abstract

Cosmic-ray muography is a novel method for density characterization of gaseous, solid, and liquid ma-
terials in various dimensions and with numerous distinct technologies. The number of applications of
muography is on a constant rise, as is also the number of authors, affiliations, journals, publishers, funding
agencies, and countries that can be related to muography literature. We have applied the Web of Science
global citation database to collect statistics of muography-related publications to draw a snapshot of where
muography was at the end of 2020, how it got there, and where the current trends may get it in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As a density-characterization method, the cosmic-ray muography is arguably experiencing more advancements and growth than
before. This work builds on the foundations laid down by numerous earlier publications on muography. In this regard, the Theo
Murphy meeting issue on “Cosmic-ray muography” in 2019 deserves a special mention as it is one of the earliest special issues
dedicated to muography and, as such, provides a vital review snapshot of the development of muography at the time. The papers
of the Theo Murphy meeting were published in the journal Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, Volume A377, Issue
2137. Our aim is to expand on the themes started in one of the papers in that issue [1].

One way to measure the development of an emerging research field is to apply the number of research papers as an indicator
and a rough trend analysis tool. However, as sheer numbers of the publications alone do not adequately describe the research field,
more sophisticated indicators are asked. Therefore, we have applied the research engine of the Web of Science (WoS) publisher-
independent global citation database to collect statistics on muography-related publications. Nevertheless, we are well aware
that our approach is far from being comprehensive compared with the state-of-the-art tools and techniques used in scientometric
analysis and information science that utilizes, for instance, sophisticated algorithms and artificial intelligence to systematically
review the development of a research field to serve science, technology, innovation policymaking, and innovation management [2,
3].

Examining the current trends is not meaningful if one does not have at least a rough understanding of the previous develop-
ment. Therefore, we have included in this paper a brief overview of the applications and the underlying technologies that make
muography possible and such a prolific research field. Indeed, there is a wide variety of applications in muography. These include
engineering, border control, tunnel detection, cave mapping, architecture, archaeology, volcanology, mineral exploration, mining,
rock mechanics, water exploration, and many monitoring applications. As an application and a discipline, muography is currently
experiencing a shift from its pioneering stage to a transdisciplinary research field [4]. This is normal for a developing research
field and necessary for any research that provides tools for applied research. Our WoS data analysis exposes the most researched
applications in muography.

This work is a companion paper of Holma et al. [4], which focuses on outreaching and transdisciplinarity relating to muography
and on thoughts and recommendations on how muography can be directed to its golden age.

2. METHODS
The database utilized was the WoS Core Collection (CC) which contains almost 1.9 billion cited references. According to its pub-
lisher, Clarivate, the Core Collection contains over 21,100 peer-reviewed, high-quality scholarly journals published worldwide in
over 250 disciplines. Conference proceedings and book data are also available. In other words, as the WoS CC includes the world’s
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FIGURE 1: The 553 muography-related publications in the Web of Science Core Collection from 1975 to 2020, classified according
to document type.
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FIGURE 2: The 553 muography-related publications in the Web of Science Core Collection from 1975 to 2020, classified according
to the publication year. The number of citations has expanded along with the expansion of the literature.

leading scholarly journals, books, and proceedings in the sciences, it forms an excellent research resource for studying relationships
between complex and multifaceted phenomena. Note that CC is primarily a database for English-language publications.

The search was limited to the period between 1 January 1936 and 31 December 2020. One notes that 1936 is the year of the
discovery of the muon by the American physicists Carl D. Anderson and Seth Neddermeyer. However, in this case, the WoS CC
automatically sets the lower limit of the search to 1975. The search was limited to the end of 2020 as the records from 2021 may still
change.

The Boolean operator “OR” was applied for data screening. The search terms were muograph∗, muon radiograph∗, muon
tomograph∗, and muon scattering tomograph∗. The asterisk was used as a multiple-character wildcard allowing all suffix combinations
with the parent term. Moreover, the searches were conducted by selecting the “All Fields” operator that searches all the search-
able fields using one query. The operator includes searches, for example, for topics, authors, publication titles, publication years,
affiliations, publishers, conferences, document types, funding agencies, and research subject categories (called WoS categories).

Note that the applied set of search parameters is hardly the only option to study muography publication trends. In addition, it
is also true that there are many publications whose titles do not contain any of these word combinations. It is also worth noting that
the word muography itself is a neologism first used in the paper of H. K. M. Tanaka [5] (also note that its meaning has broadened
somewhat over the years). However, our search results support the general view that more and more muography-related literature
has been published in the last ten years.
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FIGURE 3: Five different hypothetical growth trends for the future of muography research. The current growth trend follows the
annual growth rate of ∼26%, but it seems likely that the growth rate will slow down between an annual growth of 15% (yellow line)
and 5% (green line). Inset shows the growth rates on a logarithmic scale. The vertical axis continues to an unimaginable 100,000
articles a year for clarity.

3. RESULTS
3.1. General Information
The WoS database search yielded 553 articles from the WoS Core Collection published between 1975 and 2020. From these, 389 are
articles (62.0%), 207 are proceeding papers (33.0%), and 21 are review articles (3.3%) (Figure 1). There are also editorial materials,
data papers, letters, news items, and some other classes, but only a few pieces of each. As the sum of these overpasses 553, some
publications are categorized in more than one class.

A total of 268 from 553 WoS records are open access articles, that is, approximately 48%. The oldest found article is from 1987.
This paper is a multidisciplinary geosciences publication [6]. Before 2021, the top ten peak years in publications have been 2019 (68
articles), 2020 (61), 2016 (53), 2015 (47), 2014 (45), 2013 (44), 2017 (44), 2018 (36), 2012 (33), and 2009 (27). More than one publication
represents every year after 2000 (Figure 2). Of the 553 articles, 47.4% have been published between 2016 and 2020 (262 articles).

3.2. Citations and Growth Trends in Research
Figure 2 illustrates the development of citation numbers from 1975 to 2022. If self-citing articles are included, the search found
altogether 1744 citing articles. Citing articles have cited one or more of the 553 items in the data. Muography-related publications
have been cited in many nonmuography-related articles, but especially in research fields that focus on Instruments Instrumentation
(23.1%), Nuclear Science Technology (19.8%), Physics Particles Fields (17.0%), Physics Nuclear (15.5%), Physics Applied (10.0%), Engineer-
ing Electrical Electronic (8.9%), Physics Multidisciplinary (8.4%), Geosciences Multidisciplinary (7.1%), Materials Science Multidisciplinary
(6.3%), and Geochemistry Geophysics (5.9%).

The 553 muography-related articles have been cited 5490 times; this includes 804 citations from 2021 and 36 citations from 2022.
These numbers are from January 23, 2022, which is the date the data was retrieved; one notes that although no articles more recent
than December 31, 2020, were included in the search, it is a default in the Web of Science that all citations in the database citing the
search results are contained in the citation report. However, the citation report feature is limited to a list of results of up to 10,000
records.

An average muography-related article has been cited 9.93 times, while the average per year citation number is 196.07. With
these metrics, one may establish a baseline for understanding publication trends better, although comparing different disciplines
makes little sense as various research fields’ requirements, publication and funding opportunities, maturity, and citation traditions
are often beyond comparing. In addition, a high number of publications usually result in a larger total number of citations. Nev-
ertheless, to allow a simple comparison between muography and a couple of large overlapping research fields, we applied the
search terms physics multidisciplinary (All Fields) and geoscience (All Fields) in the WoS. The “All Fields” operator was used in both
searches. The data were delivered on March 20, 2022. The physics multidisciplinary and geoscience fields are much more prolific
than muography, so we limited our search to only two publication years: 2015 and 2020.

In the physics multidisciplinary case, the search found 876 articles published in 2015. These articles have been cited 27.7 times on
average. Because the publication year 2020 yielded 1,685 articles, this loosely defined research field is growing relatively rapidly
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FIGURE 4: Comparisons of the numbers of muography articles on the volcano-imaging application published each year. From top
to bottom, the images show the respective numbers of muography articles on the unclassified total, radiography, tomography and
summary of the three.

(∼92% between 2015 and 2020). The 2020 articles have been cited no more than 7.4 times on average, undoubtedly because there
has been less time to cite them. As another example, the search term geoscience yielded 4,628 and 5,127 articles published in 2015
and 2020, respectively. These numbers indicate a modest growth of ∼11% in six years. Our interpretation is that this shows the
relative maturity of the field. Geoscience papers published in 2015 have been cited 17.48 times on average. The corresponding
number is 5.1 for 2020.

Our original search terms for muography-related articles find 49 and 62 articles for 2015 and 2020, respectively. The average
citation numbers per article are 7.8 for 2015 and 3.3 for 2020. Between these years, the number of muography-related articles has
grown by 27%. Assuming muography continues to grow year after year with an annual rate of 25%, the articles published in this
field would surpass the barriers of 100, 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 articles a year in 2023, 2030, 2033, 2040, and 2043, respectively.
Of course, maintaining such a growth rate may prove challenging even for the next few years and probably close to impossible
after that. This simple calculation is based on the 62 articles published in 2020.

How the citation numbers develop in the future is also interesting in the light of current scientometric research. For example,
Chu and Evans [7] suggested that too many papers published each year in a field can lead to stagnation rather than advance. Their
analyses propose that as the number of articles published per year in a scientific field grows large, the already well-cited papers
draw most of the citations. Significantly, new articles are unlikely to ever become highly cited and proposing disruptive ideas
becomes more difficult. While the current flow of muography-related articles shows an increasing trend (Figure 2), the publication
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FIGURE 5: The 553 muography-related publications in the Web of Science Core Collection from 1975 to 2020, classified according
to Web of Science categories. The Y-axis shows article counts.

numbers are still far, far below (<100) the level of concern related to the citation trends and stagnation of the research field. In the
analysis of Chu and Evans [7], a large research field produces at least ∼10,000 papers a year.

One useful parameter in these comparisons is the so-called h-index, which shows how many articles are cited, as a minimum,
by the given number of articles. The h-index for the 553 muography-related articles is 34, meaning that 34 papers have been cited
a minimum of 34 times. The twenty so-far most cited articles are listed in Table 1. The h-index provides a focused snapshot of
an individual’s research performance or, more rarely, as in this case, the research field. The h-index is a metric for evaluating the
cumulative impact of scholarly output and performance by measuring quantity with quality by comparing publications to citations.
It also corrects for the disproportionate weight of highly cited publications or publications that have not yet been cited. However,
the h-indices are not without shortcomings. First, comparisons of citation outputs between scientists of two different disciplines
are not easy to accomplish since publication, and citation rates vary significantly from one field to another. It appears sensible that
the same challenge is also valid between different disciplines. Second, the h-index is developed for comparing individuals [8]. For
individuals, an h-index of 20 after 20 years of scientific activity is considered typical for a successful scientist. If the h-index is 40
after 20 years of scientific activity, the scientist has achieved an outstanding performance level, whereas values of 60 are reached
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FIGURE 6: The 553 muography-related publications in the Web of Science Core Collection from 1975 to 2020, classified according
to the publisher.

only by truly unique individuals [8]. We do not propose using the h-index of muography-related research to compare this value
against the h-indices of other disciplines. Instead, we regard it as a value whose development may be interesting to follow as time
goes by. It is also worth pointing out that not all researchers consider h-indices particularly effective attributes to describe research
impacts.

We also examined those 553 articles in terms of content but only for one application: volcano imaging. We selected only papers
related to volcanoes. This included further analysis only on papers that have titles or keywords terms linked to volcanoes, such as
“volcanic”, “volcanism”, “volcano”, and “dome”. It was found that not all relevant articles contain keywords in the WoS database.
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FIGURE 7: The 553 muography-related publications in the Web of Science Core Collection from 1975 to 2020, classified according
to the publication title/journal name. Only those titles shown have published a minimum of four articles.

A relatively large number of additional articles were found manually from the database. In many cases, the actual paper had to be
inspected to ensure whether it should be included. This part of our work was found to be relatively laborious and one that is hard,
if not possible, to repeat with precisely the same results. In addition, deciding whether a particular paper should be included in the
list of volcano muography articles is not straightforward. Indeed, the articles are dissimilar in content as some describe instruments,
while others are more software and algorithm oriented or are review, concept, or actual deployment papers. Therefore, we chose
to be relatively all-encompassing by including in the following analysis all articles that describe or discuss muographic volcano
imaging more extensively than just a passing or two.

The above process yielded 104 articles. Muon radiography was discussed in 94 articles (∼90%). A majority of these have muon
radiography as a primary and often the only topic. Twenty-four articles were engrossed in muon tomography (∼23%). Of the latter,
nine articles are muon tomography-only publications, corresponding to ∼9% of all volcano-imaging articles. Fifteen articles can be
held to have earned their place in both categories (∼14%). The oldest muon tomography article found is from 2005. However, due
to the original search terms applied in the WoS database, inconsistencies in the data regarding the 553 articles, differences between
the contents of the articles, differences in the used keywords between different articles, and discrepancies in the manual part of
the search, it is likely that our examination was not comprehensive in finding all muon tomographic volcano-imaging articles out
there. Those we found are listed in Table 2. A more complete result would need more vigilance in the manual screening of the
articles. Figure 4 compares the development of muographic volcano imaging over time. Radiography applications have dominated
the field earlier and still do so. However, tomography applications also seem to be on a slow rise.

3.3. Web of Science Categories
The WoS data on the 553 articles also comprises categorization data describing the nature of the research conducted. By using
the categories of the WoS, the four most prominent research fields so far have been Instruments Instrumentation (164 articles),
Nuclear Science Technology (147), Physics Particles Fields (114), and Physics Nuclear (104). After these four categories, there is a notable
gap before Engineering Electrical Electronic (60), Physics Applied (59), Multidisciplinary Sciences (56), Geosciences Multidisciplinary (50),
Physics Multidisciplinary (47), and Radiology Nuclear Medicine Medical Imaging (42) (Figure 5). The number of different WoS categories
is 59. Note, however, that some publications are categorized in more than one class.
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FIGURE 8: The 553 muography-related publications in the Web of Science Core Collection from 1975 to 2020, classified according
to the publishing country/region.

3.4. Publishers and Journals
A total of 54 publishers have published on muography; the most prominent publisher is Elsevier (117 items, which corresponds to
21.2% of all articles), followed by IOP Publishing Ltd. (95 publications), IEEE (84), Springer Nature (49), and American Institute of
Physics (23) (Figure 6).

The top ten most published journals are Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A: Accelerators, Spectrometers, De-
tectors and Associated Equipment (71 articles), Journal of Instrumentation (69), IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium and Medical Imaging
Conference (45), Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences (21), Geoscientific In-
strumentation Methods and Data Systems (18), Scientific Reports (18), Journal of Physics Conference Series (14), AIP Conference Proceedings
(13), IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science (12), and Annals of Geophysics (12). Figure 7 shows those publication titles/journals that
have been associated with at least 4 articles each. The 553 publications are spread in 212 publication/journal titles. Note, however,
that some of these are noncontinuous conference titles.
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FIGURE 9: The 553 muography-related publications in the Web of Science Core Collection from 1975 to 2020, classified according
to the specific affiliation. Only those affiliations shown have published a minimum of ten articles.

3.5. Authors and Affiliations
The most published author is, by far, H. K. M. Tanaka (64 articles). The second most published author is F. Riggi (27). A total of
75 authors have published a minimum of 10 articles, while 190 authors have published at least 6 articles. In addition, 524 authors
have participated in at least 3 articles. 4775 separate authors have published at least once.

When it comes to publishing muography-related science, the top list of most prolific countries is dominated by Italy (124
cases), the USA (117), and Japan (114). The total number of countries or regions that have published muography-related articles is
58. Thirteen countries/regions have published more than 10 articles (Figure 8).

The Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN) from Italy is the most frequent affiliation (103 articles, which corresponds to 18.6%
of all articles) (Figure 9). The University of Tokyo (77) is the second most used affiliation. The total number of different affiliations is
709. However, 9 records (1.6%) do not contain affiliation data. The number of affiliations that have published at least 10 articles is
47. A total of 96 affiliations have published at least 5 articles.

3.6. Review Papers
Review papers are often a good starting point for the newcomers, and they play a major influence on scientific communication and
moving a research area forward. Hence, it is worth examining data on the 21 review papers in more detail (Table 3). H. K. M. Tanaka
has published most (5 articles). Most of the review papers have been published in Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A:
Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences (7 articles). Review papers are dominated by the WoS categories Multidisciplinary
Sciences (9 articles), Instruments Instrumentation (4), Nuclear Science Technology (4), Physics Nuclear (3), and Physics Particles Fields (3).
The University of Tokyo leads as an affiliation of the muography review papers (6 articles). Based on Table 3, the number of review
papers has increased in frequency in the last few years.
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FIGURE 10: The agencies that have funded muography research between 1975 and 2020, based on the Web of Science Core Collec-
tion data. Only those financing agencies shown of have names that have been acknowledged at least in four articles. This data does
not contain information on the actual size of the funding.

3.7. Funding Agencies
The top ten funding agencies for the research are UK Research Innovation (UKRI) (44 cases), Science Technology Facilities Council
(STFC) (36), National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) (30), Ministry of Education Culture Sports Science and Technology Japan
(MEXT) (29), United States Department of Energy (DOE) (25), European Commission (EC) (24), Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
(20), Engineering Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) (12), Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN) (12), and Centre National
De La Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) (11). The data contain the name of 426 different agencies that have funded muography research,
but as many as 269 records (48.6%) do not include data in the field being analyzed. Figure 10 depicts the names of the agencies that
have funded at least four research articles each.

4. DISCUSSION
It is worth acknowledging that muography-related information that is not formally published as peer-review articles in scholarly
journals does not end up in the WoS. These publications typically include conference works, reports, theses, and guidelines pro-
duced by governments, universities, and private companies. Works falling to the large grey literature category may be considered
unpublished as academic literature, but one may still find information worth reading within this group. Many nonacademic re-
search organizations may be more oriented toward publishing primarily grey literature due to time and resource limitations and,
perhaps, better input/output ratio. Hence, the reader interested in getting the broadest possible understanding of the current state
of muography should not forget to take notice of these types of information sources, including published materials in magazines,
newspapers, blogs, and other social media platforms.

Although our parameter set used in the search failed to find older publications than Bondarenko et al. (1987) [6], it is well
known that several earlier publications exist. Indeed, these pioneering works noted the possibility of using cosmic-ray muons’
attenuation on material characterization. However, it is interesting to note that many early works targeted rocks as a medium of
interest [9, 10, 11]. This also holds true for the early archaeological works applying muography for pyramid scanning [12]. The
link between muography and rocks is easy to understand as we live on a rocky surface, even though the Earth is mainly covered
by water. It is also understandable because geological landforms are often prominent in size and, hence, within the optimal size
category for muography. Also, the broad spectrum of different geological subdisciplines and geophysical techniques to study their
challenges prove that there is no shortage of need for new approaches in earth sciences.

The close connection between geoscience and muography has continued to flourish with the introduction of the many new
application related to earth materials (not only rocks but also sediments), such as those related to volcanoes [5, 13, 14, 15], mineral
exploration and mining operations [16, 17, 18], geoengineering [16, 17, 19], and in many, many other types of geoscience research
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TABLE 1: The 20 most cited muography-related papers published between 1975 and 2020, based on the Web of Science Core
Collection and its Citation Report at the end of January 16, 2022.

challenges [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. In all of its varied forms, the connection between muography and subsurface
research has recently culminated in the first-ever book solely dedicated to muography. The book’s content and title (Muography:
Exploring Earth’s Subsurface with Elementary Particles) are a testimony to the demand to get a new density-sensitive, noninvasive
method to applied geophysics. Note, however, that as the book is published in 2022, none of its publications is included in our WoS
data. Nonetheless, many of the references herein are from this book.

As demonstrated by Figure 5, geoscience-associated publications are currently only a small part of the spectrum of application-
oriented publications. Indeed, many publications describe the application of muography in as varied applications as border control
and cargo tomography [31, 32, 33], imaging of spent nuclear waste and nuclear reactors [34, 35, 36, 37], and archaeology and ar-
chitecture [12, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Authors participating in research topics pointed out above are typically a mix of muography
old-timers and end-users, such as civil engineers, geologists, mining engineers, archaeologists, and entrepreneurs of various back-
grounds. It can be anticipated that the number of these types of research will expand in the future in both quantity and multidisci-
plinarity.
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TABLE 2: The 24 muon tomography articles related to volcano-imaging published between 1975 and 2020, based on the Web of
Science Core Collection and its Citation Report at the end of January 16, 2022. All but nine articles can also be classified as muon
radiography papers. The WoS categories are explained in the next section. Continues to the next page.
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TABLE 2: Continued.

While the bulk of the earlier literature focused on applications, more and more papers from 2010 onwards have had a more
technical approach. Publications of this kind concentrate on detector designs [43, 44, 45, 46, 47], software codes and simulation
toolkits [48, 49, 50, 51], algorithms [52, 53, 54], and comparison studies [55, 56, 57]. It can be anticipated that this type of research
continues for many years to come as continuous development of tools and methodologies is an essential part of the development
of muography. Authors participating in this research are typically physicists, mechanical engineers, and software experts.

Regarding science and technology in general, the volume of papers has expanded drastically over the years as the speed at
which the researchers can publish their work has increased, and the number of publishing possibilities has grown significantly [58].
Also, policy measures aim to increase the number of scientists, research funding, and scientific output, leading to an increasing
number of published papers [7]. These trends also affect muography. Yet, it must be emphasized that interest in commercialization
leads to fewer publications, as publishing of results makes it impossible to file a patent. This may result in delays in the publication
of muography results; i.e., the number of publications on muography may underestimate the activity of the field.

Due to the space limit, we will leave it to the reader to find other interesting trends in the presented data.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We conclude the following:

(i) The number of muography papers is on an increasing trend.

(ii) Based on the publication titles, the term muography is clearly stabilizing.

(iii) Applications of muography are spreading out into different fields of research and practical functions.

(a) The first wave has been dominated by applications such as border control and volcanoes, and it may not be too far-
fetched to say that these have reached, at least compared to succeeding applications, an early-stage maturity (i.e.,
recognition outside the developers and first end-users).

(b) The second wave applications (e.g., civil engineering, caves, mining) are gaining momentum.

(c) The third wave applications are under piloting (e.g., oceanography).

(d) More and more future applications are proposed in the literature (e.g., planetary research).

We propose that muography publications can be disruptive compared to prior literature: for example, a publication describing
a new muography application published in a journal that has not published muography-related papers before may face more
attention than the run-of-the-mill article in that journal. However, such publications may even go unnoticed if they are too heavily
technically oriented or not written in a language familiar to the new target audience. Nevertheless, if the publications address their
audience correctly, some may accumulate surprising attention and citation impact over the long run.

Cross-pollination between different disciplines will likely continue as muography develops from multidisciplinary research
to a genuinely transdisciplinary field. Finally, based on our Web of Science analysis, it is easy to conclude that the research on
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TABLE 3: The 21 muography-related review papers published between 1975 and 2020, based on the Web of Science Core Collection
and its categories classification scheme.

muography encompasses substantial portions of human activity. This demonstrates that muography is a multidisciplinary research
field with many exciting possibilities and, most likely, a bright future. Therefore, we anticipate that the proportion of application-
oriented publications will increase in the future.
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